world heritage list as a stage on the road to Compostella.
Saint-Pierre church was built at the beginning of the 12th
depended on the abbey of Saint-Maixent. The church was

only church which was built inside the feudal city. Inside the
in the form of an upside-down boat.

A 15th century house that gets its name from the Menoc

MELLE

T

he inhabitants of Melle are the Mellois. Melle is built on
a rocky point in the centre of the Mellois plateau and is
Jacques of Compostella.

The origins of the old name of the town « Metullum » are uncertain.

building is no longer known by this name.
Arboretum
the factory of Melle. The trail forms a circle around Melle.

In the Middle ages, Melle was a centre of money-making thanks

mines. This garden is home to about 60 medicinal plants and
Melle. There are about 1 000 species of trees and shrubs and
botanical roses.

and two type of coin were made, the Obole and the Denier.
son of Kind Edward III of England.

between the 7th and the 10th centuries. There are about 20

During the 5th War of Religion, the Duke of Montpensier took the
town in 1575. It was also in Melle that Catherine de Médicis met

Monet and Goyon motorcycle museum

in 1586.
the 50s. They are all in good working order. It is the biggest
open from May to September. The website has not yet been

Today, the factories produce cyclopentanone and belong in part
to the French group Rhodia and to a Danish group Danisco. The
but it is important for the economy.
has three Romanesque churches. They were built between the
end of the 11th century and the middle of the 12th century.

the old wooden
M. Mongeaud. They are situated on the site of
.
1836
in
built
been
had
market halls which
ouses can be
bassin which is rare in Western France. Other wash-h

Eglise Saint Hilaire
this church is the largest of the three and is the only one

original church was built of wood. It was replaced in the 12th
century by the building that we can see today. The choir and
facade about 1150. The church has been a listed historical

who died in the
On place Saint Pierre : a war memorial for thoselier. In the Middle
1870-1871 wars and the sarcophagus of a bached to be knights and
Ages Les bacheliers were young men who wante’.
who were members of guilds called ‘bachelerie

